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Shadow Walk 
 

 

I look for you everywhere 

in the cars that speed past 

on my way to and from work 

 

I stare at similar faces sitting 

across the room at The Grind 

where two cups of cappuccino await 

 

I hang out at Riverside Park 

propped at the base of a weeping willow 

and watch the Thompson River drift by 

 

I write poetry on dead leaves 

that create patterns in the sand 

in late September mornings 

 

I argue with the wind’s words 

about dull death, autumn mornings and moon colours 

that outgrow youthful passion 

 

then I shadow walk with lovers 

  



Surrender 

 
 

you can’t believe 

I am the one 

I write about 

in the ice words 

etched 

within my stone poems 

 

I am the sorrel horse 

stripped 

of its cracked, rotting halter 

standing in a freedom field 

dumbfounded 

 

I am the early summer snake 

shedding its skin 

in search of new life 

and leaving behind 

reminders 

 

I am the lover 

who awakens in the mornings 

to body imprints, ruffled sheets 

and your good notes 

 

I am the one 

too lost within myself 

to be found in poetry or fields or reminders or beds 

or you 

 

all you need to believe 

is that I can never surrender 

  



Let Go 

 
 

I remember 

I was wild in love 

pulling words from my heart, 

giving them to Sweetgrass and heaven 

below Saddle Mountain 

 

I thought you were there, 

in the yellow arms of a swollen moon 

where my words blew kisses 

& you gave me back 

a sacred bundle of undergrowth 

as I let go 

  



Koyoti Moon Story 

 
 

like Koyoti 

I toiled half-heartedly 

across plains not sure 

I could continue 

 

staring into air 

searching for the Moon’s flip side 

Koyoti promised to hide 

things meant to be found 

 

when I looked into your eyes 

after the Sun went down 

I thought I found you 

but it was myself I saw 

 

like a symbol 

the Moon broke stride 

and so a fresh creation story 

(neither mine nor yours) 

reminded Koyoti to sleep 

with one eye open 

because night is full of magic 

 

inside the Moon’s distance 

Old Koyoti crooned for a young 

Man’s magical form to awaken 

hairline cracks in dreams visible 

but on the other side remember 

Koyoti can turn himself into anything 

including words 

 

 

 

 

 

 



A Cowboy’s Ethics 
 

 

a cowboy’s work ethics  

start at 5 a.m. with rest at 11 p.m. 

 

there isn’t always enough time 

for wild rice, corn or deer meat 

 

because the sun has its work cut out 

 

since money grows from beneath  

the hides of cows 

 

cowboys never weaken, 

they just get thick skin 

  



Okanagan Fruit 
 

 

it’s a waste of time 

sawing on the keyboard 

in search of the perfect apple 

when apples are perfectly cultivated 

on the back porch 

through cultural pressure 

 

yet, it might’ve been  

a redneck Indian that first shone 

the gloss into the skin 

but it was an Okanagan 

who took the first bite 

 

oh yes, the first snap is the finest 

but just wait until you hit the core 

 

  



Standby 

 
 

the reward for patience 

is the ‘if’ syndrome 

 

possibilities overlap 

time after time 

 

when you climb 

out of the saddle 

 

or when you wait 

for a flight out 

 

faults do not exist 

because connections were made 

 

prior to the meeting 

and when the horse is set 

 

free 

standby 

 

  



Whiskey Bullets 

 
 

I am in love alone 

filling my mouth  

with whiskey bullets  

 

staring at upside down  

carnations and lilies  

hanging from the ceiling corners 

wishing they could resurrect  

dead love  

 

wilted flowers and whiskey bullets 

are weapons and ugly realizations 

that I will never  

be good enough for you 

 

  



Icy Death 

 
 

Twice you lifted the bottle 

to your mouth and pulled the trigger. 

 

Twice you escaped. 

 

On the third, the river’s raw power 

spun a beckoning song. 

 

You danced towards its vortex. 

And this time, you jumped. 

 

I saw your body like a crucifix 

near the shore on an ice island 

turning black from waist to toe. 

 

And I reeled in your body 

beneath a streetlight halo. 

 

I lay my tingling skin on yours 

praying you would escape 

icy death. 

 

Hot blood was the saviour. 

Ice-burnt membrane thawed. 

 

Then I set eyes on yours 

weeping snowflakes 

as I bargained with God 

not to lose you a fourth time. 

 

In your awakening 

you called it luck. 

 

I called it a miracle. 

  



Dead Loves 

 
 

just when I thought 

I held cowboy & Indian love in 

my arms clinging to vanishing hopes 

 

long distant calls summon 

rain drops reflected in 

a rear-view mirror staring back at me 

 

exposed skeletons I carry 

& drag myself bent 

into four worlds that love me 

& hate me for who I am 

 

yet all I wanted was the same as what I gave 

 

trapped is not the word 

that lets my pen cry dry tears 

as I walk proudly on the rez 

cherishing every dead love 

 

I have kept alive 

  



Narrow Sympathies 

 
 

narrow sympathies 

black with numbers 

leading to ten 

little Indians & beyond 

guide my quivering fingers 

to the livewire 

 

dialing was the easy part 

& a formality expected 

but the coiled fist wasn’t 

squeezing the damp receiver 

pulsating blood-thrust temper 

when the straight words were spoken 

without contempt 

 

“I don't love you enough to hate to you” 

 

the heart already knew the loss 

now call someone new 

  



Journeys with Horsechild 

 
 

in the Moon when the North Wind is here to stay 

and you have completed your protective journey 

from Koyoti rock to Koyoti Rock 

and I from riding the Blizzard’s snowflakes 

 

tswentsu’temkuwc 

towards the warmth of my lodge 

giggling excitement 

for what lies ahead will not be a mystery 

 

me7 tkllentsu’tken enwi7 

so that once again the mountains and ridges 

the contours of your fire-lit body 

will glisten wildly 

as we ride towards dreamtime 

 

 

 

 

 

______________ 

tswentsu’emkuwc: we will gallop 

me7 tkllentsu’tken enwi7:1 will undress you 
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